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LightSense’s LED panel light is, as the name suggests, an LED-

based replacement for a traditional fl uorescent ceiling panel 

luminaire. These are used mostly for commercial applications, 

such as in offi ce spaces and canteens. Fluorescent ceiling panel 

luminaires are, of course, very well-established and making an 

LED-based replacement can be a very tough nut to crack. 

The approach to making an LED ceiling luminaire is 

very simple – one that I’ve seen used by many different 

manufacturers. Basically, the manufacturer creates a thin, fl at 

metal panel and mounts white LEDs in series around the edges. 

The panel is then covered with a white diffuser to spread the 

light out and the driver for the LEDs is mounted externally, so it 

Sense and sensibility
This month Photometric and Optical Testing’s technical director Dr Gareth John tests an LED panel that has 
been designed to replace its fl uorescent ceiling counterparts in offi ces and other commercial applications. 
Going under the microscope are its lumen output and its unifi ed glare rating

can be hidden in the ceiling space when the fi xture is installed. 

Sounds easy enough, but this approach presents problems. If 

you want to pack in lots of LEDs to increase the lumen output, 

the LED junction temperature will rise and the effi cacy, colour 

and lifetime of the luminaire will be negatively affected. 

Winning output
This particular product, however, manages to deliver a high 

quality of light without sacrifi cing performance in the process. 

We measured its light output as 2,726 lumens after thermal 

stabilisation and determined that it has a luminous effi cacy of 

85.2 lm/W. This is surprisingly good – about 1.5 times that of a 

comparable T5-based luminaire. 

It’s also impressive considering that the colour of the 

LEDs is 4,142K. Some manufacturers will try to increase the 

effi cacy by using cool white LEDs – the fact that there is less 

phosphor on such LEDs means the effi cacy is higher – but the 

trade-off is that the light emitted is very blue, hence people 

fi nd it uncomfortable to work with. This luminaire achieves a 

high effi cacy with a neutral white LED and, added to this, the 

colour rendering index of 81 per cent will give adequate colour 

rendering for most offi ce applications. 

Product 595 x 595 LightSense 
LED panel light 

Manufacturer LightSense, Colchester

Website www.ledlightsense.co.uk 

Description  LED ceiling panel 

FOCUS

“We determined that it has  
luminous effi cacy of 85.1 lm/W. 
This is surprisingly good – about 
1.5 times that of a comparable 
T5-based luminaire”
Dr Gareth John, Photometric and Optical Testing
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Buried treasure The LightSense’s LED driver is 
mounted externally and can be hidden in the 
ceiling when the fi xture is installed

THE LABORATORY

Photometric Testing is an 
independent lighting test 
laboratory which 
specialises in the 
photometric assessment of LEDs, luminaires, lamps and 
displays. Photometric Testing has invested in the latest, 
state-of-the-art photometric, spectroradiometric and 
goniophotometric equipment to ensure that its measurements 
are accurate, repeatable and conform to the latest 
international lighting standards. 
www.photometrictesting.co.uk

One of the other plus points of this panel is its low glare 

rating. Discomfort glare occurs when the luminance of a light 

is high, compared with its surroundings. This is particularly a 

problem for luminaires employing bare LEDs, due to the high 

luminance contrast. 

Glaring success
The level of glare is quantifi ed by a metric called the unifi ed 

glare rating (UGR). For most light sources, this ranges from 

10 to 30. The European standard EN 12464-1, Lighting of 

Indoor Work Places, contains a scale in which the maximum 

allowed UGR value is prescribed per room type and per 

activity type:

<13 No glare
13–16 Suited for accurate eye tasks
16–19 Suited for average eye tasks
19–22 Suited for moderate eye tasks
22–28 Suited for simple eye tasks
>28 Not suited for work lighting

So, the higher the glare rating, the worse it is. 

The UGR rating of a fi xture depends on: the size of the room; 

the refl ectance of the walls, ceiling and fl oor; and the spacing 

of the luminaires. As a result of this, UGR values are generally 

presented in a standard table (as defi ned by the International 

Commission on Illumination’s Technical Report 117-1995: 

Discomfort Glare in Interior Lighting) so lighting designers can 

pick the room size appropriate to their design. 

The UGR table for the LightSense panel is pictured above. 

The practical considerations of how these fi gures can be used 

in lighting design are too complex to go into here but the 

top left of the table represents the smallest room size and the 

highest room refl ectance, with the bottom right representing 

the largest room size and the lowest room refl ectance. Referring 

back to EN 12464-1, we can see that almost all arrangements 

of the luminaire are suited for most eye tasks, with only the 

bottom-right values (which, in any case, represent the worst-case 

scenarios) exceeding 22. 

That reason, along with those mentioned above, would seem 

to make the LightSense panel a logical solution for anybody 

looking to install a luminous ceiling in an offi ce environment. ■

REFLECTANCE OF           
CEILING  0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.3
WALL  0.5 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3
FLOOR CAVITY  0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

           
ROOM DIMENSION  VIEW ENDWISE (C0)        VIEW CROSSWISE (C90)
x y          
2H 2H 15.9 17.6 16.3 17.9 18.2 15.9 17.6 16.3 17.9 18.2
    3H 17.6 19.1 18 19.5 19.8 17.5 19.1 17.9 19.4 19.7
    4H 18.3 19.8 18.7 20.1 20.5 18.2 19.6 18.6 20 20.3
    6H 18.9 20.2 19.3 20.5 20.9 18.7 20 19.1 20.4 20.8
    8H 19 20.3 19.4 20.6 21 18.8 20.1 19.2 20.5 20.9
    12H 19.1 20.3 19.5 20.7 21.1 18.9 20.1 19.3 20.5 20.9  

          
4H 2H 16.6 18 17 18.4 18.8 16.7 18.2 17.1 18.5 18.9
    3H 18.5 19.7 18.9 20.1 20.5 18.5 19.7 18.9 20.1 20.5
    4H 19.4 20.5 19.8 20.9 21.3 19.3 20.4 19.8 20.8 21.3
    6H 20 20.9 20.4 21.4 21.8 19.9 20.8 20.3 21.3 21.7
    8H 20.2 21.1 20.7 21.5 22 20.1 21 20.5 21.4 21.9
    12H 20.4 21.2 20.8 21.6 22.1 20.2 21 20.7 21.5 22  
           
8H 4H 19.6 20.5 20.1 21 21.4 19.6 20.6 20.1 21 21.5
    6H 20.4 21.1 20.8 21.6 22.1 20.3 21.1 20.8 21.5 22
    8H 20.7 21.4 21.2 21.9 22.3 20.6 21.3 21.1 21.8 22.3
    12H 20.9 21.5 21.4 22 22.5 20.8 21.4 21.3 21.9 22.4   

          
12H 4H 19.7 20.5 20.2 20.9 21.4 19.7 20.5 20.2 21 21.5
    6H 20.5 21.1 21 21.6 22.1 20.4 21.1 21 21.6 22.1
    8H 20.8 21.3 21.3 21.8 22.4 20.7 21.3 21.2 21.8 22.3 

UNIFIED GLARE RATING FOR THE LIGHTSENSE PANEL


